Welcome To Stonedrift Spa
Nestled among the rolling hills of the Galena countryside, Stonedrift Spa is a haven from the outside world. Our secluded location offers complete relaxation and rejuvenation of the mind, body, and soul. Elevate your senses as our highly skilled licensed therapists provide signature spa treatments in our newly expanded 11,000-square-foot facility, which features 13 private treatment rooms including couple’s luxurious suites, a Vichy shower room and experiential body treatment rooms. Our extensive menu of spa services and therapies offers something for every guest. Spa service advisors will be pleased to help you select from our selection of custom-tailored massages, facials, energy therapies, and salon services. Stonedrift Spa features a full-service salon, barbershop, and a semi-private nail suite, state-of-the-art steam rooms in each locker room, and a spa boutique, which stocks the same premier products we use in our treatments.

Spa Reservations
We recommend scheduling your spa reservations well in advance due to the high demand and specific nature of our spa offerings. Resort guests are encouraged to book their spa treatments at the time of booking their resort accommodations. We encourage you to arrive at least 30 minutes before your scheduled spa treatment to enjoy numerous amenities. At a minimum, please arrive 15 minutes prior to your treatment time. If you arrive late, your treatment may have to be shortened to accommodate the next guest scheduled.

Cancellation Policy/Late Arrivals
Failure to reschedule in advance will result in a fee equal to 50% of scheduled treatment prices. For all groups (6 or more) you must cancel, change, or reschedule all appointments two weeks prior to the scheduled day. Individuals and smaller groups must cancel, change, or reschedule 24 hours in advance. If you are running late, the courtesy of a phone call is always appreciated. We will reschedule your treatment if possible. If we are not able to reschedule another treatment time, your services will begin and end as originally scheduled so the next guest’s treatment time will be honored.

Service Payments
Please check out with the spa receptionist at the end of your spa day. Failure to check out of the spa will result in a 20% service charge to your credit card on file or guest room.
Medical Accommodations
Please notify our staff when booking your treatments if you are pregnant or have allergies, diabetes, high blood pressure, low blood pressure, or any other physical boundaries. This will prepare our staff in advance to provide the best possible treatment or therapy for you.

Electronic Devices
Turn off and secure all personal communication devices to maintain the relaxing environment in the Spa. Cameras and video recording equipment are strictly prohibited in the Spa to honor our guests' privacy.

Age Requirements
Guests 12–17 years of age must be accompanied by a parent or a guardian for scheduled treatment and use of amenities. Spa treatments and amenities are not available to children under 12.

Prenatal Treatments for Expecting Mothers
Congratulations on your pregnancy! To ensure your safety and the safety of your baby, we recommend that you only book the services designated with our mom-to-be symbol. This symbol indicates our selection of treatments that are appropriate for expecting mothers. A pregnancy massage may only be performed in the second or third trimesters of pregnancy.
Receive energy and relief through the healing touch of massage. Our therapists help you rediscover relaxation, release, and alignment for the mind and body.

**Stonedrift Signature Massage**  
**50 MINUTES $115 | 80 MINUTES $190**  
Our signature massage features long, fluid strokes to relieve muscle tension and improve circulation. This classic massage will gently guide you to relax and release stress.

**Muscle Melter**  
**50 MINUTES $125 | 80 MINUTES $200**  
Deeply therapeutic, this custom massage involves intensive deep-tissue techniques to target chronic tension and ease fatigued or aching muscles.

**On the Green Massage**  
**50 MINUTES $125 | 80 MINUTES $200**  
Great for pre- or post-golf, this harmonizing, full-body massage focuses on the muscles used in your swing, including the lower back, hips, shoulders, and forearms, as well as tightness that can occur in the head and neck area. Gain increased flexibility and range of motion, resulting in a fuller swing and less fatigue during your round of golf.

**Cloud 9 Cupping Massage**  
**50 MINUTES $135 | 80 MINUTES $210**  
This treatment combines massage with soft cupping to achieve an increase in blood flow and lymph drainage while relaxing the muscles. This full-body massage dramatically decreases inflammation, speeds recovery, and provides a feeling of deep relaxation.

**Stress Less CBD Massage**  
**50 MINUTES $135 | 80 MINUTES $210**  
Indulgent and luxurious. If you’re seeking relief from tight muscles, injuries, or extra stress, or maybe chasing that post-yoga glow, take your massage to the next level with a deeply moisturizing CBD-enhanced treatment.
**Mother-To-Be Massage**
50 MINUTES $125
A customized massage tailored for the mother-to-be. Prenatal massage can relieve some of the discomforts of pregnancy, reduce stress, and increase circulation. A prenatal pillow provides comforting support while lying face down.

**Drifting Hot Stone Massage**
50 MINUTE $135 | 80 MINUTE $210
Feeling burned out? This deep penetrating massage will melt your muscles and let your tension, aches, and pains flow away.

**Massage Enhancements**
- All Clear Sinus Soother $10
- Essential Oil Enhancement $15
- Exfoliating Hand or Foot Treatment $20
- Hairs to You Scalp Treatment $20
- Back in Action $20
- Targeted Relief CBD $20
- Theragun Vibration Therapy $35
Our expert aestheticians tailor each treatment to enhance your unique skin needs, leaving you feeling rejuvenated and refreshed.

**Stonedrift Signature Facial**
50 MINUTE $125 | 80 MINUTE $195
Your skin is as unique as you are. Shouldn’t you treat it that way? This luxurious treatment deeply hydrates and firms your skin through a customized selection of world-renowned Eminence Organic Skincare products.

**Stonedrift Gentlemen Facial**
50 MINUTE $125 | 80 MINUTE $195
This customized facial treatment provides incredible results dedicated to male skin, providing uniquely customized skin treatment to build skin endurance, rebalance environmentally stressed skin and deliver immediate noticeable results.

**Biodynamic Lunar Glow Facial**
50 MINUTES $140 | 80 MINUTES $220
This facial combines the highest concentration of the most active antioxidants and the gentlest delivery system to take your skin to new heights. Reawaken your skin and enjoy a more radiant complexion.

**Backless Facial**
50 MINUTE $135
Reveal a little more skin with a service designed to show off your back and treat it to the same glamorous care that you do your face. A treatment that will surely get you noticed.

**The Ultimate Facelift Facial**
100 MINUTES $320
**THIS TREATMENT IS NOT SAFE FOR PREGNANT OR NURSING WOMEN.**
Indulge in this incredible dynamic duo treatment. Enjoy the benefits of a HydraFacial that combines cleansing, exfoliation, hydration, and antioxidant protection, resulting in clearer, more beautiful skin. Each product targets a specific skin concern including sun damage, blackheads, whiteheads, enlarged pores, acne, brown spots, uneven skin tone, fine lines, and wrinkles. Then finish off with fitness for the face, using the NuFace microcurrent device. This treatment has all the nutrition and stimulation your skin needs for a radiant youthful glow.
Platinum Hydrafacial
80 MINUTES $270
THIS TREATMENT IS NOT SAFE FOR PREGNANT OR NURSING WOMEN.

HydraFacial is the only hydra dermabrasion procedure that combines cleansing, exfoliation, extraction, hydration, and antioxidant protection simultaneously, resulting in clearer, more beautiful skin. The treatment is soothing, moisturizing, non-invasive, and non-irritating. Each serum targets a specific skin concern including sun damage, blackheads, whiteheads, enlarged pores, acne, brown spots, uneven skin tone, fine lines, and wrinkles.

Hydrafacial Packages
80 Min Hydrafacial Package Of 3
$750 ($60 Savings)

80 Min Hydrafacial Package Of 6
$1350 ($270 Savings)

110 Min Ultimate Hydrafacial Package Of 3
$825 ($135 Savings)

110 Min Ultimate Hydrafacial Package Of 6
$1500 ($420 Savings)

Facial Enhancements
All Clear Sinus Soother $10
Exfoliating Hand Or Foot Treatment $20
Hairs To You Scalp Treatment $20
Enhancing Facial Peel $20
Led Light Therapy $30
Nuface Eye Or Lip Treatment $30
Nuface Fitness For Your Face $45
Indulge your body and senses with a luxurious treatment using nourishing products that leave your skin supple and hydrated.

**Seasonal Body Scrub**
50 MINUTES $125

SCENT AND BENEFITS WILL CHANGE WITH THE SEASONS, CALL TO INQUIRE WHAT OUR SEASONAL BODY SCRUB IS TODAY.

Revitalize the skin with a seasonal hydrating sugar scrub that gently buffs skin while bestowing antioxidant-rich benefits. This resurfacing exfoliant lathers into a creamy foam to brighten and smooth. An ultra-nourishing oil seals in hydration, leaving skin supple and smooth.

**Multi-Exfoliation Scrub**
50 MINUTES $125

This dry body treatment utilizes buff-off pumice scrub followed by an age-defying seawater concentrate. By remineralizing and strengthening skin, this marine scrub helps prevent cellular fatigue from environmental damage. An ultra-nourishing cream seals in the benefits, promoting cell vitality and leaving long-lasting hydrating results.

**Remineralizing Marine Body Wrap**
80 MINUTES $180

If feelings of fatigue, stress, and low energy are creating imbalance in your physical and emotional well-being, this marine body wrap is the solution. An essential-oil infused seawater gel provides all the trace minerals needed to rebalance sluggish cells and quiet many skin and body conditions. This treatment combines the powers of marine therapy and aromatherapy to leave the skin feeling silky and the body calmly re-energized.

**Algae Jam Contouring Body Therapy**
100 MINUTES $220

Start with a dry body exfoliation followed by a seaweed body masque rich in iodine, a natural trace mineral that keeps the metabolism running efficiently. As the body absorbs the iodine, thyroid function is enhanced, benefiting a slimming program. After the wrap, your body is generously moisturized with a contouring cream to begin transforming stubborn cellulite. A series of treatments will optimize long-term results.

**The Sensations Orientales Ritual**
80 MIN | $200

Inspired by the Orient, this aromatic body ritual features hypnotic notes of amber and myrrh. Immerse yourself in this exotic ritual featuring an exclusive body exfoliation with handmade Moroccan pumice stone and enzymatic exfoliation nectar for soft, smooth skin. A relaxing massage with warmed amber oil entices the senses with warm, sweet, and woody notes for an unforgettable sensorial experience. To recreate the Oriental ambiance at home, the Moroccan pumice stone, shower foam and exfoliating paste is provided to each guest post treatment.
**Breathe & Detox**
45 MINUTES $65

TASTE the salty air, SMELL the essential oil, FEEL the infrared heat enveloping your body, HEAR the soothing guided meditation, and SEE the changing lights of medical grade chromatherapy. The deep penetrating heat from infrared sauna has long been known to help eliminate toxins from the body, soothe aching muscles, and reduce stress.

Dry salt therapy is a holistic approach to health and wellness that focuses on our breathing as a foundation. This relaxing experience detoxifies the respiratory system, soothes skin conditions, calms stress, and promotes an overall feeling of wellness.
Relax in a private, comfortable, and calming couples suite and reconnect with your loved one. Suites include side-by-side massage tables and either a luxurious tub for two or a detoxifying halotherapy unit. You are guaranteed a relaxing and special experience.

**Couples Massage**
50 MINUTES $125 PER PERSON
80 MINUTES $200 PER PERSON

**Couples Detox & Massage**
80 MINUTES $160 PER PERSON
Breathe deep in our luxurious couples halotherapy unit and experience dry salt therapy to detoxify the respiratory system, soothe skin conditions, and calm stress, all while promoting an overall feeling of wellness. Then relax together with a 50-minute side-by-side massage.

**Couples Stress Less CBD Ritual**
80 MINUTES $170 PER PERSON
Slip into a 25-minute luxurious couples bath enhanced with broad-spectrum hemp-derived CBD and essential oils of lavender, ho wood, and bergamot to relax the muscles and joints while hydrating the skin. Then enjoy a 50-minute side-by-side broad-spectrum organic hemp CBD massage, designed for deep relaxation and relief from pain associated with arthritis, sprains, and strains.

**Couples Luxurious Soak & Massage**
80 MINUTES $160 PER PERSON
Relax in our luxurious couples bath with a 25-minute soak. Then let your stress melt away with a 50-minute side-by-side massage.

**Couples Remineralizing Relaxing Day**
100 MINUTES $220 PER PERSON
Start with a detoxifying side-by-side body exfoliation, followed by a mineral soak in our luxurious couples tub and let your stress melt away. Finish with a 50-minute side-by-side massage to melt your stress away.

**Side-by-Side Facial**
50 MINUTES $125 PER PERSON
Enjoy facials with your loved one. Designed to suit your individual skin needs, this luxurious treatment deeply hydrates and firms the skin through a customized selection of world-renowned Eminence Organic Skincare products.
Treatments NOT listed here may be substituted in any package for an additional fee. Additional services may also be added to any existing package.

STONEDRIFT SPA PACKAGES

Stonedrift Spa Day Away
$450
This package delivers a 50-minute body exfoliation, 50-minute signature massage, 50-minute signature facial, 50-minute signature manicure & pedicure.

Mother-to-Be Day Away
$310
This package delivers a 50-minute mother-to-be massage, 50-minute signature facial, 50-minute signature pedicure.

Tranquil Day Away
$295
This package delivers stonedrift spa’s three most popular treatments—the 50-minute signature massage, the 50-minute signature facial, and the 50-minute signature pedicure.

Spa Sampler Retreat
$200
This package delivers a taste of head-to-toe pampering—a 25-minute signature massage, 25-minute signature facial, and 25-minute manicure and pedicure.
Our therapists use their professional training and intuitive healing powers to refresh your mind, body, and spirit. Get ready for a profound and personal lift to your well-being.

For yoga inquiries please call the spa direct at (815) 776-5772

Outdoor spa treatments are offered weather permitting. A spa representative will assess the conditions each day, and guests will be given a minimum of two hours’ notice concerning a change in their treatment location.

**Reiki**

80 MINUTE $150

A Japanese healing technique that attunes the energy flow within the body and allows for natural healing processes to occur within the body, mind, heart, and soul. Reiki works with energy and is not a hands-on treatment. It will leave you feeling refreshed and clear-minded.

**Mindfulness in Nature**

80 MINUTE $150

This practice is about embracing your senses with deep breathing while grounding in the earth. Guided by one of our therapists and accompanied by the pure sonic vibrations of crystal bowls, this sensory-immersion experience is a unique and soulful way to relieve stress and find renewed peace, relaxation, insight, inspiration, and healing.
We work with you to create the perfect look, taking into consideration your personality, lifestyle, and unique hair and facial features.

For bridal services please contact the spa directly.

**Haircut**
Starts at $40
From pixies to bobs to long flowing layers, we'll shape your ideal look. This elevated hair experience includes a personalized consultation, 10-minute signature cleansing massage, haircut, and style.

**Blow Outs**
Starts at $35
After a soothing shampoo and condition, our signature blowout dries your hair to perfection. Whether you want to achieve smooth, sleek strands or voluminous bouncy locks, we will make sure your style is sure to last without the use of additional heated tools.

**Event Styling**
**Event Style Short** starts at $50
**Event Style** starts at $75
You deserve hair that suits the occasion. We will shape an unforgettable look using heated tools. This service does not include a shampoo, blowout, or haircut.

**Formal Up-Do**
Starts at $95
Look and feel your best for that special occasion. We'll shape an unforgettable look using heated tools and pinning your hair as desired. This service does not include a shampoo, blowout, or haircut.

**Hair Extensions**
By Consultation
Hair extensions add enviable thickness, volume, and length to any hair type, and can also be used to effortlessly change your hair color without bleach or dye. A consultation must be performed prior to booking.
All Over Color
Starts at $70
With an all over color, you can achieve a complete color change, camouflage grey hair, or switch a look between seasons. Davines hair color will leave hair feeling silky with a healthy shine. With so many shades to choose from, like gorgeous strawberry blonde, rich red, and deep chocolate brown, our colorist will help you choose the one that best complements your features and your desired look.

Root Touch Up
Starts at $55
Refine your hue with a single color applied to the root area for grey coverage, or restoration and maintenance of an existing color. Prices vary depending on the length and density of your hair and will be quoted during a personal consultation with a colorist.

Dimensional Color
Starts at $105
Foils, balayage, or foilyage? Know the result you want but not sure what technique is best to achieve it? Give us your inspiration and let us be the color experts. Your stylist will consult with you and recommend a technique that best fits your goal. All dimensional color services include a color enhancing toning gloss and our award-winning signature blowout. Prices may increase based on the length and density of your hair.

Specialty Color
By Consultation
This service is perfect for when you are wanting to take on a big color project with multiple steps or techniques. Whether it’s bold or subtle, our colorist can create the tasteful, colorful look you’ve always dreamed of.

Full Highlight
Starts at $120
From lived-in beach blonde to deepened dimension and heightened contrast, highlights paint your hair in the most gorgeous light. Your colorist will work with you to design a custom look
Balayage or Custom Tailored  
Starts at $140  
*We recommend a consultation appointment prior to scheduling for your appointment so we can accurately estimate the time needed for the service.*  
Hand-painted highlights illuminate tresses with a covetable “sun-kissed in Sicily” effect. This technique allows color to grow out naturally and gracefully. Prices vary depending on the length and density of your hair. An A-list favorite.

Extra Color  
Starts at $30

Color Correction  
By Consultation  
Ready to make a BIG color transformation? Thinking about going from dark to light or changing the color of your hair by three or four shades? Your colorist will work with you to make your exciting change just right.

Treasures  
Nourishing: $65  
Detoxing: $45  
Energizing: $45  
Deep Conditioning: $40  
Renewing: $45  
Maintaining healthy hair is an essential part of your beauty routine. Ask your stylist how to care for your specific type of hair, length, texture, and color.

For event makeup or makeup lesson inquiries, please contact the spa direct at (815) 776-5772.
EXECUTIVE GROOMING PACKAGE
Starts at $75
Cleansing Scalp Massage | Haircut and Style | Hot Towel Shave | Express Depot Facial | Mustache/Beard Trim

CORPORATE GROOMING PACKAGE
$55
Cleansing Scalp Massage | Haircut and Style | Hot Towel Shave | Mustache/Beard Trim

THE SIGNATURE GROOMING PACKAGE
Starts at $45
Cleansing Scalp Massage | Haircut and Style | Mustache/Beard Trim

CLASSIC MENS CUT
Starts at $35
Haircut and Style

YOUNG GENT HAIRCUT (14 & UNDER)
Starts at $25
Haircut and Style
SHAVE SERVICES

Classic Head Shave
Starts at $45
Cleansing Scalp Massage | Classic full head shave | Finishing products

Classic Hot Towel Shave
Starts at $35
Shave Treatment | Steamed Towel | Finishing products

Beard Trim
Starts at $25
Beard trim and detailing

Men’s Facial Waxing
$15 per location
Please inform staff when booking if you will require gel removal. Gel removal takes extra time, and if not communicated when booking your service, your service time could be cut short.

Express Manicure  
25 MINUTES $40  
Express Pedicure  
25 MINUTES $40  
You’ve got people to see and places to go—we totally get that. Cue a color switch-up only. These express services include a file, buff, and polish, and then you’ll be on your way! (This service does not include gel polish/gel polish removal.)

Stonedrift Signature Manicure  
50 MINUTES $50  
Stonedrift Signature Pedicure  
50 MINUTES $60  
Get your nails in perfect shape. Our signature manicure and pedicure begins with a nail shaping and filing, cuticle work, and buffing, followed by a soothing soak, exfoliation, and hand and arm massage. Your service is completed with the polish application of your choice.

Stonedrift Ultimate Manicure  
50 MINUTES $70  
Stonedrift Ultimate Pedicure  
75 MINUTES $80  
The ultimate pedicure experience! Start with nail shaping and filing, cuticle work, and buffing, followed by an enhanced mineral-rich soak and an invigorating whipped scrub to leave feet silky smooth. Next, enjoy a remineralizing mask to help lock in moisture to soothe and soften feet. Finish the experience with an extended relaxing hand and arm massage. Completed with the polish application of your choice.

Nail Enhancements  
Gel Polish Removal $20  
Gel Polish Application $20  
Take a Dip $20  
Warm Stone Massage $20  
Targeted Relief CBD Soak & Massage $30